Natural Language questions differ from most existing formal query languages in that they tend to admit a wider range of responses than their formal counterparts, and provide cues for selecting among the variety of appropriate responses.
INTRODUCTION
Designing a Natural Language (NL) Data Base (DB) Query System is often approached as a problem of translating a question in English into a corresponding query in a formal DB query language, and then executing this query to produce the appropriate, correct response.
This view fails to account for two significant differences between NL questions and most existing formal query languages:
NL questions require a much wider range of potential responses than formal queries do, and they contain cues for selecting among these responses that are generally absent from formal languages.
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Which departments that sell scissors also sell blade sharpeners? IRI.
No departments sell scissors. IR2.
None.
In a human conversation, IRI is more cooperative* than the direct, correct response IR2** (assuming that no departments sell scissors). In fact, IRI is not only more informative than IR2, but is required of a cooperative human respondent that is aware of the fact. Upon discovering that someone who responded to * This work partially supported by NSF grant MCS 76-19466 and MCS 78-08401. ** In the numbering scheme adopted here, "Q" represents a question, "R" represents a response, and either may be subscripted to indicate alternative questions or responses. * In the sense of Grice's Cooperative Principle (7) . ** A direct response can be characterized as an immediate answer to a question, as opposed to an indirect response, which may entail an immediate answer but addresses a questioner's larger goals.
(A reply would be something like "How should I know?".) IQ with "None." knew that no departments sell scissors, an exasperated questioner could legitimately demand an explanation ("Why didn't you just say so in the first place?").
However, most existing formal query language processors do not produce responses such as IRI (for an exception see the work of Pirotte [17] ). A query whose logizal structure selects the departments selling scissors and blade sharpeners from a DB does not appropriately admit the range of responses that its NL counterpart IQ does.
Consequently, a literal translation of IQ to such a formal language will not produce an optimal, or even acceptable NL response from most formal query systems. Specifically, the use of a restrictive relative clause ("that sell scissors") in the subject noun phrase of IQ can serve as a syntactic cue that the questioner has presupposed* the existence of some departments that sell scissors, suggesting the appropriateness of IRI. This question presents 4 sets: "projects", "division(s)", "7", and "NASA"; 2 explicit relations:
"in" (between projects and division(s)), and "are sponsored by" (between projects and NASA); and an implicit relation (between division(s) and 7).
The sets "7" and "NASA" may appear counterintuitive, but should simply be regarded as singleton sets presented by the user and presumed to have a referent in the DB.
An Consequently, they tend to regard these options as equivalent, although in a framework such as Lee's the presuppositions (to use his term) computed will vary with the phrasing of the query. For a treatment of this issue in more richly structured (but still quite restricted) domains see Grosz [8] and Lehnert [16] .
FOCUS AND SUGGESTIVE INDIRECT RESPONSES
(perhaps rather weak) expectation the speaker had has been violated, and that the conversation has temporarily reached a dead end.
It is then appropriate to produce a suggestive indirect response. That many questions carry this expectation can be illustrated by observing that a response of "Your assumption is correct." is not a meaningless retort to the following:
9QI.
The A&P is open on Sunday, isn't it? 9Q2.
The A&P isn't open on Sunday, is it?
2) should the result be an empty set (a null answer), the presumptions of the question are checked in the hope of producing a corrective indirect response, as described above; 3) should no computable presumptions fail, a suggestive indirect response is attempted. This is done by varying or eliminating one of the sets in the MQL (the set designated as the focus during the parsing phase) and executing this modified query.
10QI.
Is John a senior? 10Q2.
Is John an underclassman?
A related effect occurs with questions other than yes/no questions,
ii carries an expectation that some friday classes are taken by students that live on Pine St. the answer "None." indicates a violation of this expectation.
Similarly, 12 expects that some B-52s have logged over i000 hours downtime -an answer of "Zero." indicates a violation.
ii.
Which friday classes are taken by students that live on Pine St.?
12.
How Once you allow a user to present queries referencing his or her own view of the data, then along with vagueness you have the parallel problem of handling overspecification, or the presentation of more information than is present in the DB. For example, "When Dr.
Smith taught CSEII0 in Spring, '77, how many students got As?" may actually provide the new information that
Dr. Smith taught the course that semester.
Joshi [9] has briefly discussed some issues concerning this problem.
Another role of vagueness in questions is the use of non-specific referring expressions.
Such expressions leave the respondent to chose a specific referent that is likely to provide the questioner with useful information. A question like "What is in superdivision 3000?" can be posed by a questioner without having a specific type of response in mind. The respondent can then choose a referent for "What" that will produce an interesting response.
A list of divisions, programming groups, projects, etc.
are each reasonable options for a response in the NCAR DB. CO-OP addresses this problem by choosing a referent that is "closest" through the DB 
